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solutions of uncertain linear conic optimization problems
having general convex uncertainty sets
Bram L. Gorissen1,2, Aharon Ben-Tal3, Hans Blanc1, Dick den Hertog1
Abstract
We propose a new way to derive tractable robust counterparts of a linear conic
optimization problem by using the theory of Beck and Ben-Tal [2] on the duality
between the robust (“pessimistic”) primal problem and its “optimistic” dual. First,
we obtain a new convex reformulation of the dual problem of a robust linear conic
program, and then show how to construct the primal robust solution from the dual
optimal solution. Our result allows many new uncertainty regions to be considered.
We give examples of tractable uncertainty regions that were previously intractable.
The results are illustrated by solving a multi-item newsvendor problem. We also
propose a new globalized robust counterpart that is more flexible, and is tractable for
general convex uncertainty sets and any convex distance function.




Robust Optimization (RO) is a paradigm for dealing with uncertain data in an opti-
mization problem. Parts of RO originate from the seventies and eighties [21, 22, 23,
20, 15], but most of the existing theory and applications followed after new results in
the late nineties [7, 13]. Extensive overviews of RO are given in [6, 8]. The basic idea
of RO is that constraints have to hold for all parameter realizations in some given
uncertainty region.
Currently, two tractable methods to solve an RO problem can be distinguished.
Both methods are applied constraint-wise, i.e. they reformulate single constraints.
The first method uses conic duality (e.g. used in [6]), while the second method uses
Fenchel duality [4]. For some cases of uncertainty sets, both methods may not produce
explicit tractable robust counterparts.
We present a new method for linear conic optimization problems, based on the
result “primal worst equals dual best”. Our method gives tractable optimization
problems for general convex uncertainty regions, and does not require the support
function of the uncertainty region. We give examples of new uncertainty regions that
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were previously intractable in Section 3. Our method also has advantages in both the
formulation and in the complexity, which we treat in more detail in Section 2.
We also propose a new globalized robust counterpart (GRC) of a linear conic
program (LCP) with two convex uncertainty regions, where the constraint holds for
the smaller uncertainty region, and the violation of the constraint for the larger region
is bounded by a convex distance function. This GRC is more flexible than the one in
the literature. We show that our GRC can be formulated as an ordinary robust LCP
with a (different) convex uncertainty region, which implies that it can be solved with
the method presented in this paper.
For (LCP) with its associated dual (D-LCP), we will use the prefix D for the dual,
O for the optimistic counterpart, and R for the robust counterpart. In (R-LCP),
the constraints have to hold for all uncertain parameters in some given uncertainty
region, whereas in (OD-LCP), the constraints have to hold for only a single value of
each uncertain parameter. The result by Beck and Ben-Tal [2] is that (R-LCP) and
(OD-LCP) are dual to each other. Moreover, there is no duality gap when (OD-LCP)
is bounded and satisfies the Slater condition.
(OD-LCP) contains products of variables and is in general nonconvex. Beck and
Ben-Tal [2] use ad-hoc reformulations tailored to specific uncertainty regions to obtain
convex optimization problems. Our contribution is giving a tractable convex formu-
lation of (OD-LCP) for any convex uncertainty region, and showing how to translate
an optimal solution of (OD-LCP) to an optimal solution of (R-LCP). This enables us
to solve robust counterparts of LCPs, for uncertainty sets that were previously out of
reach.
Our method uses the dual problem and can therefore not directly be applied to
problems with integer variables. However, our method can be used to solve LP relax-
ations. Therefore, existing cutting plane and branch & bound methods can be applied
to the primal problem. Warm start strategies can still be applied.
2 Our method








x ≤ bi ∀i
x ∈ K,
where K is a closed convex cone. If K is the nonnegative orthant Rn+, (LCP) is an
LP in canonical form. Other common choices for K are the second-order cone and the









yiai − c ∈ K∗
y ≥ 0,
where K∗ is the dual cone of K. Assume that ai are uncertain, but known to reside in
some convex compact uncertainty region Ui = {ai : fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀k}, where fik are
given closed proper convex functions. Note that this description of Ui also includes
constraints of the form Diai−di ∈ Ci, where Ci is a convex set, by using the indicator
function δ(Diai − di|Ci), taking the value 0 if Diai − di is in Ci, ∞ otherwise. The
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x ≤ bi ∀ai : fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀i ∀k
x ∈ K,









yiai − c ∈ K∗ (1)
fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀i ∀k (2)
y ≥ 0. (3)
A result by Beck and Ben-Tal [2] is that (OD-LCP) is a dual problem of (R-
LCP), and that if (OD-LCP) satisfies the Slater condition, the duality gap is 0. Less
general but similar results can be found in [14, 19, 22, 23]. The values of (R-LCP)
and (OD-LCP) are equal if (OD-LCP) is bounded and satisfies the Slater condition.
For K = Rn+, (OD-LCP) is called a Generalized LP (GLP) [12, p. 434]. It contains
the product of variables yiai and is in general nonconvex. The following lemma and
its proof are based on [9, proposition 1].
Lemma 1 The projection of the feasible region of (OD-LCP) on y is convex, while
the projection on ai is not necessarily convex.
Proof. Let ({a1i }i,y1) and ({a2i }i,y2) be feasible for (OD-LCP), and let λ ∈ [0, 1].
Define µi = λy1i /
(
λy1i + (1− λ)y2i
)
when y1i 6= 0 or y2i 6= 0, µi = 1 otherwise. We
claim that ({µia1i + (1 − µi)a2i }i, λy1 + (1 − λ)y2) is feasible for (OD-LCP). It is
obvious that (2) and (3) are satisfied. It remains to verify (1):∑
i
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proving convexity in y. We now provide a counterexample for convexity in ai. Let
(OD-LCP) be constrained by y1a1 + y2a2 − 1 ∈ R+, ||ai||2 ≤ 5, y ≥ 0. Both
(a1, a2) = (1,−1) and (a1, a2) = (−1, 1) are feasible (with (y = (1, 0) and y = (0, 1),
respectively), but (a1, a2) = (0, 0) is not.
Dantzig solves GLPs where the coefficients are restricted to linear functions fik
with a decomposition method that has the advantage that both the master and the
subproblems are LP [12, p. 435–437]. In the context of RO, a method that is likely
to be faster and also results in LP problems has been developed in [23]. We do not
consider these approaches because our result is more efficient.
Dantzig mentions substituting vi = yiai and multiplying constraint (2) with yi as
a solution approach to GLPs [12, p. 434], which has already been applied to the dual of
LPs with polyhedral uncertainty [19]. We will show that this approach is also valid for
our problem and results in a convex optimization problem where the vectors ai do no
longer appear. Dantzig notes that the resulting problem is only equivalent when vi 6= 0
is not possible if yi = 0. In Lemma 2 we show that conic representable uncertainty
regions satisfy this criterion. For another uncertainty region it may be necessary
to take the intersection with an enclosing box, thereby adding linear constraints to
3
its description. This always results in an equivalent uncertainty region because the
original uncertainty region is compact. After substituting vi = yiai and multiplying




























. (COD-LCP) is indeed a convex problem, since
the perspective function gik(vi, yi) := yifik (vi/yi) is convex on Rn × R+ [11]. We



























from which it follows that gik is jointly convex because it is the pointwise supremum
of functions that are linear in vi and yi.
While (R-LCP) is difficult to solve because it has an infinite number of constraints,
(COD-LCP) does not have “for all” constraints. For some popular choices of fik for
which an exact reformulation of (R-LCP) is known, (COD-LCP) is not more difficult to
solve than (R-LCP). For instance, when the uncertainty region is polyhedral, (R-LCP)
can be reformulated as an LP, and (COD-LCP) is also an LP. When the uncertainty
region is an ellipsoid, (R-LCP) can be reformulated as a conic quadratic program,
and (COD-LCP) is also a conic quadratic program. In general, the formulation of the
perspective in (COD-LCP) for conic representable uncertainty regions is given by the
following lemma:
Lemma 2 Suppose the (bounded) uncertainty region Ui has a conic representation:
Ui = {ai : Diai − di ∈ Ki}, where Ki is a cone. Then the equivalent constraint (5)
in (COD-LCP) is: Divi − yidi ∈ Ki.
Proof. (COD-LCP) has the constraint yiδ(Divi/yi − di|Ki) ≤ 0. For yi ≥ 0, this
is equivalent to: δ(Divi − yidi|Ki) ≤ 0, since Ki is a cone. This can be formulated
as Divi − yidi ∈ Ki. It remains to verify that yi = 0 implies vi = 0. If v∗i 6= 0
satisfies Div∗i ∈ Ki, the uncertainty region recedes in the direction of v∗i , contradicting
boundedness.
Corollary 1 A conic quadratic representable uncertainty region results in conic quadratic
constraints (5) in (COD-LCP).
In practice it is often necessary to have the primal robust solution x of (R-LCP),
instead of a solution to (COD-LCP). The following theorem shows how x can be
recovered from an optimal solution of (COD-LCP).
Theorem 1 Assume that (COD-LCP) is bounded and satisfies the Slater condition.
A KKT vector of constraint (4) corresponds to an optimal solution x of (R-LCP).
4
Proof. First, we show that the dual variables associated with constraint (4) are the
optimization variables of (R-LCP). The Lagrangian of (COD-LCP) is given by:










































































































x ≤ bi ∀ai : fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀i ∀k
}
,
where in the second equality the substitution ai = vi/yi is made, and the fourth
equality is based on a min-max result for convex-concave functions [18, Corollary
37.3.2]. The problem in the last equality is indeed (R-LCP).
An optimal x of (R-LCP) is therefore equal to the part of a KKT vector that
relates to (4) [18, Corollary 28.4.1].
This theorem is useful in practice because many solvers can output a KKT vector.
There is also another way to obtain a solution of (R-LCP), similar to the method
mentioned in [22]. The idea is to use the “dual best ai” as the “primal worst ai”:
translate a solution of (COD-LCP) to a solution of (OD-LCP), then fix the variables
ai, remove the constraints on ai, and dualize that problem with respect to yi. The
result is a problem similar to (LCP), where the vectors ai have been replaced with
“worst case” ai. We call this problem (M-LCP). This method only works if (COD-
LCP) has a unique optimal ai, and if (M-LCP) has a unique optimal x [22]. Then, the
value of (M-LCP) equals the value of (OD-LCP), and x is both feasible and optimal
for (R-LCP).
Our method has the following advantages:
1. We use the perspectives of the functions that define the uncertainty region,
which are easy to formulate. Existing methods in RO use the conjugate of the
perspective to reformulate the “for all” constraints in (R-LCP) [4], which may
not result in closed-form formulations for many uncertainty regions. We give
examples of new tractable uncertainty regions in Section 3.
2. The perspectives of the functions that define the uncertainty region are part of
the optimization problem. This simplifies the derivation, especially when the
uncertainty region is the intersection of several sets, which we show for the non-
empty intersection of a polyhedron Diai ≤ di and an ellipsoid
∣∣∣∣ai − a0i ∣∣∣∣2 ≤ Ω.
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si + Ω ||si||2 + di
>
yi ≤ bi ∀i
D
>
i yi + si = x ∀i
x ∈ K, y ≥ 0,










vi − c ∈ K∗
Divi ≤ yidi ∀i∣∣∣∣vi − yiv0i ∣∣∣∣2 ≤ Ωyi ∀i
y ≥ 0.
An additional advantage is that the formulation of (COD-LCP) directly reveals
which uncertainty region was used.
3. There may be a computational advantage in the number of variables and con-
straints in (COD-LCP) compared to results obtained with existing RO tech-
niques. The latter may e.g. require an explicit conic representation (e.g. see
[6, Thm 1.3.4]) which can significantly increase the number of variables and
constraints.
4. Another computational advantage arises for an ellipsoidal uncertainty region:
{ai :
∣∣∣∣Q(ai − a0i )∣∣∣∣2 ≤ Ω}. Current RO reformulates this to: {Q−1ζ + a0i :
||ζ||2 ≤ Ω}. Our method does not require this reformulation, which has several
advantages. First, computing Q−1 may be computationally challenging, e.g. if
the dimensions of Q are large or if Q has a large condition number. Second, Q−1
may be dense while Q is sparse.
3 New tractable uncertainty regions
In this section we present examples of uncertainty regions for which the robust coun-
terpart could previously not be obtained explicitly, but are now tractable.
1. The first example is given by problems in which several scenarios for the parame-
ters can be distinguished, but the probabilities on these scenarios are not known.
Suppose these unknown probabilities can be estimated based on historical data,
and an optimization problem has a constraint involving these probabilities. An
example of this is a constraint on expected value. For such problems, a wide
class of uncertainty regions is given in terms of the distance between the real




p : p ≥ 0,
∑
s
p(s) = 1, d(p, p̂) ≤ ρ
}
, (6)




(s) = 1 is not necessary for the following results to hold,
so p does not need to be a probability vector. We consider several classes of
distance measures. The first class of distance measures that contains previously
intractable cases is φ–divergence, which for a convex function φ that satisfies
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. Ben-Tal et al. [5] show
how to choose ρ in (6) based on historical observations, and give tractable robust
counterparts for several choices of φ. One example for which their method does
not give a tractable reformulation is the Matusita distance [16], where φ(t) =
|1− tα|1/α for given α ∈ (0, 1).
The second class of distance measures is based on the Bregman distance [10],
which is given by:
d(p, p̂) = g(p)− g(p̂)− (∇g(p̂))
>
(p− p̂) ,
where g is real-valued, continuously-differentiable and strictly convex on the set
of probability vectors. The Bregman distance is convex in its first argument.
Previously, uncertainty regions were intractable for many choices of g, while
with our results any g gives a tractable optimistic counterpart.
The third class of distance measures is the Rényi divergence [17]:














where α > 0 and α 6= 1. After some rewriting, an uncertainty region based
on this distance measure can also be reformulated using Fenchel duality [4].
However, the rewriting is not always possible, e.g. when this divergence measure
is clustered with other distance measures [1], while our result can then still be
applied.
2. The second example of new tractable uncertainty regions is when the uncertainty
region contains products of parameters:
Ui =
(ai, ζi) : ζi ≥ 0, ai = a0i +∑
j
ζijBij , gijk(Bij) ≤ 0, hik(ζi) ≤ 0 ∀j, k
 ,
where gijk and hik are convex functions and Bij ,a0i are vectors. The same
substitution we applied to (OD-CLP), can also be applied to this uncertainty
region. Let vij = ζijBij . The uncertainty region Ui can be rewritten as:
Ui =
(ai, ζi) : ζi > 0, ai = a0i +∑
j
vij , ζijgijk(vij/ζij) ≤ 0, hik(ζi) ≤ 0 ∀j, k
 ,
which is convex, and hence, leads to a tractable optimistic counterpart. We
mention three cases where this uncertainty region appears. First, it appears in
factor models with uncertainty in both ζi and the model coefficients. Second,
it appears in a constraint containing the steady-state distributions of a Markov
chain, where the transition probabilities are uncertain. The uncertainty region
then looks as follows:
Ui =
π ∈ Rn+ : e>π = 1, ∑
j
πjBj = π, gjk(Bj) ≤ 0 ∀j, k
 ,
where Bj are the columns of the matrix with transition probabilities. Markov
chains with column-wise uncertainty in the transition matrix were also considered
in [9]. Third, it appears in a constraint on the next time period probability vector
pi of a Markov chain when there is uncertainty both in the transition matrix
and in the current state:
Ui =
pi ∈ Rn+ : pi = ∑
j
(p0i )jBj , gjk(Bj) ≤ 0, hk(p
0
i ) ≤ 0 ∀j, k
 ,
where Bj are the columns of the transition matrix and p0i is the current proba-
bility vector.
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3. The third example of a new “more tractable” uncertainty region is a nonconvex
region. It is well known that an equivalent constraint is obtained by replacing
the uncertainty region with its convex hull (e.g. see [6, p. 12]). For example,
Ui = {ai : ai
>






















i ≤ Ωi ∀k
}
.
The part of the nonconvexity from λ(k)i ai(k) can be eliminated by substituting





















Existing RO techniques can not handle this convex uncertainty region because
of its nonconvex representation, and do not provide ways to reformulate the “for
all” constraint. Our method results in a formulation without semi-infinite con-
straints. Even though it results in a nonconvex formulation, global optimization
techniques can be applied to solve the problem.







hij(aij)xj ≤ bi ∀ai : ||ai||∞ ≤ 1,
where the functions hij are convex. For many choices of hij this constraint is
not tractable. To show that it can be solved with our method, we first move the






dijxj ≤ bi ∀(ai,di) : ||ai||∞ ≤ 1, hij(aij) = dij ∀j,







dijxj ≤ bi ∀(ai,di) : ||ai||∞ ≤ 1, hij(aij) ≤ dij ,
2dij ≤ hij(1)(aij + 1)− hij(−1)(aij − 1) ∀j.
This transformation has also been applied in [4, p. 20], but they require a closed
form for the convex conjugate of hij to reformulate this constraint. With our
method, this linear constraint with a convex uncertainty region is tractable for
any convex hij .
4 Globalized Robust Counterpart
A robust constraint holds for all realizations of the uncertain parameters in the un-
certainty region. This may be very pessimistic. [3] proposes the globalized robust
counterpart (GRC), which may be used to reduce the conservatism of the RC (also
see [6, Ch. 3]). Let Ui = {ai : fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀k} be the set of “physically possible” re-
alizations, and let a smaller set U ′i = {ai : gik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀k} ⊂ Ui contain the “normal
range” of realizations. We define the GRC as:
ai
>
x ≤ bi + min
ai′∈U ′i
{hi(ai,ai′)} ∀ai ∈ Ui, (7)
8
where hi is a nonnegative jointly convex function for which hi(ai′,ai′) = 0 for all
ai
′ in U ′i . Examples are norms and φ–divergence measures. The term after bi in (7)
denotes the allowable violation of the constraint, which is 0 if ai is in the smaller set
U ′i . This definition of the GRC is more general than in [6]: the set Ui does not have
to be the Minkowski sum of a convex region and a cone, and the allowable violation
does not have to be linear in a norm. Our definition also measures the distance in
a more natural way than in [6]. Suppose the uncertainty region is the Minkowski
sum of a circle around (0, 0) with radius 1 and the nonnegative orthant. In this case,
Ui = {a + b : ||a||2 ≤ 1, b ∈ Rn+} and U ′i = {a : ||a||2 ≤ 1}. The distance between
(−1, 1) and U ′i is 1 in the definition of [6], because the difference vector has to be




We will show that (7) can be reformulated to a linear constraint with a convex
uncertainty region. Constraint (7) is equivalent to:
ai
>
x ≤ bi + di ∀(ai, di) : fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀k di = min
ai′∈U ′i
{hi(ai,ai′)},
which in turn is equivalent to:
ai
>
x ≤ bi + di ∀(ai,ai′, di) : fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀k gik(ai′) ≤ 0 ∀k di ≥ hi(ai,ai′).
This is indeed a linear constraint with a convex uncertainty region. We will now show








x ≤ bi + di ∀(ai,ai′, di) : fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀k,
gik(ai′) ≤ 0 ∀k di ≥ hi(ai,ai′) ∀i
x ∈ K,











yiai − c ∈ K∗
fik(ai) ≤ 0 ∀i ∀k (8)
gik(ai′) ≤ 0 ∀i ∀k (9)
hi(ai,ai′) ≤ di ∀i (10)
y ≥ 0. (11)






























) ≤ wi ∀i (12)
y ≥ 0.
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Note that the product yiai′ does not appear in (OD-GRC), but that the substitution
vi
′ = yiai′ is still necessary to make (COD-GRC) convex. For the tractability of
(COD-GRC), all results regarding the functions that define the uncertainty region
Ui also apply to the functions that define U ′i . When hi is a φ–divergence measure,















When hi is an arbitrary norm ||ai − ai′||, constraint (12) contains the same norm:
||vi − vi′|| ≤ wi.
5 Multi-item newsvendor example
We demonstrate our new method on a robust LP with a convex uncertainty region that
currently can not be solved with other methods. We slightly modify the multi-item
newsvendor problem described in [5], because without modification we can not show
the substitution. There are 12 items indexed by i, and each has its own ordering cost
ci, selling price vi, salvage price ri, and unsatisfied demand loss li. So, when the order
quantity Qi is less than the demand di, the profit equals viQi + li(Qi − di) − ciQi,
and vidi + ri(Qi − di)− ciQi otherwise. If ri ≤ vi + li, this profit is concave piecewise
linear in the decision variable Qi. In practice the demand is not known, but for every
item we can define scenarios s which occur for item i which will occur independently
of other items with probability p(s)i , resulting in a demand of d
(s)
i . The goal is to
determine Qi such that the total ordering cost is minimized while having an expected
























∣∣∣(p̂(s)i )α − (p(s)i )α∣∣∣1/α ≤ ρ, ∀i (13)
u
(s)
i + (ci − ri)Qi ≤ d
(s)
i (vi − ri) ∀i ∀s
u
(s)
i + (ci − vi − li)Qi ≤ −d
(s)
i li ∀i ∀s
Q ≥ 0,
where u(s)i denotes the profit for item i in scenario s, and the uncertainty region is










i ((vi − ri) yis − lizis)
s.t. p(s)i x+ yis + zis = 0 ∀i ∀s∑
s




i = 1 ∀i (14)
∑
s
∣∣∣(p̂(s)i )α − (p(s)i )α∣∣∣1/α ≤ ρ ∀i (15)
x ≥ 0, y ≤ 0, z ≤ 0, p ≥ 0.









i ((vi − ri) yis − lizis)
s.t. wis + yis + zis = 0 ∀i ∀s (16)∑
s
{(ci − ri) yis + (ci − vi − li) zis} ≤ ci ∀i (17)∑
s
wis = x ∀i
∑
s
∣∣∣(p̂(s)i x)α − wαis∣∣∣1/α ≤ ρx ∀i (18)
x ≥ 0, y ≤ 0, z ≤ 0, w ≥ 0.
Note that x = 0 implies wis = 0, which is in accordance with the substitution.
We take α = 0.5, γ = 100 and for all other parameters we take the same values
as reported in [5]. This means that there are three scenarios, corresponding to low
(d(s)i = 4), medium (d
(s)
i = 8) and high (d
(s)
i = 10) demand. The other parameters
are listed in Table 1. We solve the problem for different values of ρ, varying between
0.000 and 0.030 in steps of 0.0001, with AIMMS 3.11 and KNITRO 7.0. For values of
ρ larger than 0.0306, the problem is infeasible. The robust optimal Q and u are the
elements of a KKT vector corresponding to constraints (16) and (17), respectively.
The optimal order quantities and corresponding ordering costs are listed in Table 2
for different values of ρ. For a given solution, the objective values of (R-NV) and
(COD-NV) should be equal. We observe both positive and negative differences of
at most 0.02%, probably due to numerical limitations of the solver. The constraint
violation of (13) can be computed by maximizing a linear function over a convex set,
and was found to be at most 1.5 · 10−5 among all solutions.
For every solution we have uniformly sampled 10,000 p matrices from the uncer-
tainty region, and computed the corresponding expected profit. Because implementing
the robust solution requires a larger investment, the following comparison is based on
the expected return, which is obtained by dividing the expected profit by the total
ordering costs. The mean value and the range of these expected returns are listed in
Table 3. As can be seen from this picture, the mean value for the nonrobust solution is
often worse than the worst case for the robust solution. We will explain why the robust
solution performs much better using the expected return of a single item. In the same
way as for all items together, we have computed the expected return for item 3 (Figure
1). The largest increase in expected return is between ρ = 0 and ρ = 0.005, for which
the order quantity increases from 4.00 to 6.20 (Table 2). The profits for item 3 in the
three scenarios are (12,−8,−18) for Q3 = 4.00, and (2.1, 9.6,−0.4) for Q3 = 6.20. So,
11
with a slightly larger investment, the variation of the profit becomes much smaller,
and hence, deviations in the probabilities on the scenarios have a smaller impact on
the expected profit. This reduces the range of the expected return of the the robust
solution, which can be seen in Figure 1.
12
Table 1: Parameter values for the multi-item newsvendor example
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ci 4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6
vi 6 8 9 5 9 8 6 8 9 6.5 7 8
ri 2 2.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2 1.5 1
li 4 3 5 4 3.5 4.5 3.5 3 5 3.5 3 5
p̂
(1)
i 0.375 0.250 0.375 0.127 0.958 0.158 0.485 0.142 0.679 0.392 0.171 0.046
p̂
(2)
i 0.375 0.250 0.250 0.786 0.007 0.813 0.472 0.658 0.079 0.351 0.484 0.231
p̂
(3)
i 0.250 0.500 0.375 0.087 0.035 0.029 0.043 0.200 0.242 0.257 0.345 0.723
Table 2: Optimal ordering cost and quantities for the multi-item newsvendor problem
ρ cost Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12
0.000 391 8.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 7.03 8.00
0.005 412 8.00 8.00 5.87 8.00 4.00 8.00 5.69 8.00 4.00 7.01 8.00 8.34
0.010 421 8.00 8.00 6.20 8.00 4.00 8.00 6.12 8.00 4.00 7.55 8.00 8.85
0.015 430 8.00 8.00 6.39 8.00 4.00 8.00 6.36 8.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 9.62
0.020 440 8.00 8.00 7.10 8.00 4.00 8.00 7.31 8.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 10.00
0.025 453 8.00 8.00 7.36 8.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 5.51 8.00 8.00 10.00
0.030 469 8.00 9.49 8.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 6.26 8.00 8.00 10.00
Table 3: Simulation results of the expected return for the robust and nonrobust solutions
for the multi-item newsvendor problem.
ρ Robust solution Nonrobust solution
min mean max min mean max
0.000 0.2557 0.2557 0.2557 0.2557 0.2557 0.2557
0.005 0.2538 0.2695 0.2842 0.2369 0.2542 0.2737
0.010 0.2545 0.2753 0.2987 0.2269 0.2529 0.2795
0.015 0.2560 0.2806 0.3076 0.2169 0.2515 0.2855
0.020 0.2502 0.2855 0.3215 0.2121 0.2501 0.2903
0.025 0.2497 0.2815 0.3125 0.2088 0.2490 0.2955
0.030 0.2425 0.2809 0.3140 0.2026 0.2476 0.2900
























Figure 1: Simulation results of the expected return for item 3 in the robust and nonrobust
solutions for the multi-item newsvendor problem.
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